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Abstract. This paper addresses the local convergence properties of the affine-scaling interior-point algorithm
for nonlinear programming. The analysis of local convergence is developed in terms of parameters that control the
interior-point scheme and the size of the residual of the linear system that provides the step direction. The analysis
follows the classical theory for quasi-Newton methods and addresses q-linear, q-superlinear, and q-quadratic rates
of convergence.
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1. Introduction
Interior-point methods have been intensively and successfully applied to linear program-
ming problems, linear complementarity problems, convex programming problems and other
related classes of problems. For more general classes of problems, the application and
analysis of interior-point methods is complicated by the presence of nonlinearity and non-
convexity. In the following paragraphs, we will survey the research carried in the field of
interior-point methods for nonlinear and nonconvex optimization problems.
The local convergence theory for primal-dual interior-point methods has been established
by El-Bakry et al. [14], Martinez et al. [21], and Yamashita and Yabe [29]. A few authors
have considered primal-dual interior-point algorithms for which they proved global con-
vergence (see the work by Argaez and Tapia [1], Conn et al. [8], and Yamashita [28]). The
application of these algorithms to discretized optimal control problems has also been sub-
ject of study in the papers by Battermann and Heinkenschloss [2], Leibfritz and Sachs [19],
Vicente [26], and Wright [27]. The recent papers by Gay, Overton, and Wright [16] and
Vanderbei and Shanno [25] introduce and test globalization strategies for primal-dual
interior-point algorithms.
In the papers cited above, the step direction for the interior-point method is defined in the
primal variables, in the multipliers corresponding to equality constraints and in the multi-
pliers corresponding to inequality constraints. Other authors (Forsgren and Gill [15], Byrd
et al. [5], and references therein) investigated interior-point methods where the direction is
defined only in the first two set of variables and an approximation is used to the multipliers
corresponding to the inequality constraints.
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On the other hand, affine-scaling interior-point methods for nonlinear optimization were
developed by Coleman and Li (see, e.g., [3, 6, 12]) for minimization problems with sim-
ple bounds. The Coleman-Li affine scaling incorporates dual information and relates to
the Dikin-Karmarkar affine scaling (see, e.g., [13, 18, 22, 23]). One attractive feature of
affine-scaling interior-point methods is that they can be appropriately tailored to specific
classes of problems. They have been applied to discretized optimal control problems by
Dennis et al. [10] and to infinite dimensional control problems by Ulbrich and Ulbrich [24].
They have also been applied to other classes of problems like quadratic programming and
nonlinear minimization subject to linear inequality constraints, but also to general nonlinear
programming (Coleman and Li [7], Das [9], and Li [20]). One other attractive aspect of
affine-scaling interior-point methods is that they exhibit strong local and global convergence
properties: In many of the papers cited above the affine-scaling scheme has been combined
with the trust-region strategy and the resulting interior-point algorithm converges globally to
points satisfying first-order and second-order necessary conditions. The paper by Heinken-
schloss et al. [17] combines the scaling with a projection and establishes superlinear and
quadratic convergence without the strict complementarity assumption.
The paper by Vicente [26] gives a unified perspective of primal-dual and affine-scaling
interior-point algorithms and introduces reduced primal-dual interior-point methods.
As far as the author is concerned, there is no general analysis of local convergence for
affine-scaling interior-point algorithms like the analysis given in the aforementioned papers
[14, 21, 29] for primal-dual interior-point methods. Our intention is to fill this gap in the
current paper by providing a local convergence analysis of the affine-scaling interior-point
algorithm for nonlinear programming when second-order derivatives are replaced by quasi-
Newton updates and linear systems are solved inexactly. We do not present any analysis of
global convergence or polynomiality. We start in Section 2 by describing the local version
of the affine-scaling interior-point algorithm for nonlinear programming. The analysis
will follow the approach given by Yamashita and Yabe [29] for primal-dual interior-point
algorithms, which in turn relies on the theory developed by Broyden et al. [4] and Dennis
and More´ [11] for quasi-Newton methods. However, the technical results needed for the
analysis are obtained differently from [29] and they will be the subject of a careful study
in Section 3. The results for linear, superlinear, and quadratic convergence are stated in
Section 4.
2. The affine-scaling interior-point algorithm
Consider a nonlinear programming problem written in the form
minimize f .x/
subject to g.x/ D 0;
x ‚ 0;
(1)
where x 2 IRn , f :˜! IR; g :˜! IRm; n and m are positive integers satisfying n>m,
and ˜ is an open set of IRn . We will assume that the functions f and g are twice Lipschitz
continuously differentiable in ˜.
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2.1. Motivation
If a point x is a local minimizer for problem (1) and if it satisfies a given constraint qualifi-
cation (like the regularity condition to be described later), then x verifies the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker first-order necessary conditions, i.e., there exist ‚2 IRm and z 2 IRn such that
rx‘.x; ‚/¡ z D 0; (2)
g.x/ D 0; (3)
xi zi D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n; (4)
x; z ‚ 0; (5)
where ‘.x; ‚/ D f .x/C ‚>g.x/ and rx‘.x; ‚/ D r f .x/Crg.x/‚.
The affine-scaling algorithm is based on the definition of the diagonal matrix D.x; ‚/
whose diagonal elements are given by:
.D.x; ‚//ii D
(
.xi /
1
2 if .rx‘.x; ‚//i ‚ 0;
1 if .rx‘.x; ‚//i < 0;
for i D 1; : : : ; n.
Given the definition of this diagonal matrix, we can eliminate the multipliers z from
the first-order necessary conditions. In fact, a point x satisfies the first-order necessary
conditions if and only if there exists ‚ 2 IRm such that
D.x; ‚/2rx‘.x; ‚/ D 0; (6)
g.x/ D 0; (7)
x ‚ 0: (8)
The vector function D.x; ‚/2rx‘.x; ‚/ is continuous, but not differentiable if
.rx‘.x; ‚//i D 0 for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. If .rx‘.x; ‚//i 6D 0, we will differentiate the
i-th function in (6) using the product rule. For that purpose we introduce the diagonal
matrix E.x; ‚/ whose diagonal elements are the product of the derivative of the diagonal
elements of D.x; ‚/2 and the components of rx‘.x; ‚/:
.E.x; ‚//ii D
‰
.rx‘.x; ‚//i if .rx‘.x; ‚//i > 0;
0 otherwise;
for i D 1; : : : ; n. If .rx‘.x; ‚//i D 0, we formally apply the product rule assuming that
the derivative of .D.x; ‚/2/ii is zero.
Given these considerations, the Newton step for (6)–(7) is computed from the solution
of the linear systemµD.x; ‚/2r2xx‘.x; ‚/C E.x; ‚/ D.x; ‚/2rg.x/
rg.x/> 0
¶µ
1x
1‚
¶
D ¡
µD.x; ‚/2rx‘.x; ‚/
g.x/
¶
; (9)
where r2xx‘.x; ‚/ D r2 f .x/C
Pm
iD1 ‚ir2gi .x/.
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With the definitions of the matrices D.x; ‚/ and E.x; ‚/ we can characterize the strict
complementarity condition and the second-order sufficient conditions in terms of the pair
of variables .x; ‚/. We define first the set of indices A.x/:
A.x/Dfi 2 f1; : : : ; ng : xi D 0g:
The strict complementarity condition is satisfied at a point x , with corresponding multi-
pliers ‚ and z satisfying the first-order necessary conditions (2)–(5), if
zi > 0 for all i 2 A.x/
or, equivalently, if
.E.x; ‚//ii > 0 for all i 2 A.x/: (10)
The second-order sufficient conditions are given by (2)–(5) and the positive definiteness
of r2xx‘.x; ‚/ on the subspace
fd 2 IRn :rg.x/>d D 0; di ‚ 0 if i 2A.x/; and
di D 0 if i 2A.x/ and zi > 0g:
If the pair .x; ‚/ satisfies strict complementarity (see (10)), the second-order sufficient
conditions are equivalent to (6)–(8) and the positive definiteness of
D.x; ‚/r2xx‘.x; ‚/D.x; ‚/C E.x; ‚/: (11)
on the null space of rg.x/>D.x; ‚/.
Finally, we address the regularity condition. A feasible point x is regular if the matrix¡rg.x/ IA.x/¢
has full column rank, where IA.x/ is a submatrix of the identity formed by columns corre-
sponding to indices in A.x/. For the local convergence of the algorithm addressed in this
paper, we need the two following facts:
1. If x is a regular point, then the matrix D.x; ‚/rg.x/ has full column rank.
2. If the regular point x , with corresponding multipliers ‚, is such that the matrix (11) is
positive definite, then the matrixµD.x; ‚/r2xx‘.x; ‚/D.x; ‚/C E.x; ‚/ D.x; ‚/rg.x/
rg.x/>D.x; ‚/ 0
¶
(12)
is nonsingular.
The proofs are given in [26, Prop. 3.3]. Note that the matrix (12) is obtained from the linear
system (9) that defines the Newton step and the change of variables f1x D D.x; ‚/¡11x .
We end this section with the assumptions on problem (1) needed for the analysis. Let ˜
be an open set of IRn and x⁄ a point in ˜.
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Assumption 2.1
1. The functions f and g are twice Lipschitz continuously differentiable in ˜.
2. The point x⁄ (with corresponding multipliers ‚⁄) is regular, verifies the strict comple-
mentarity condition, and satisfies the second-order sufficient conditions.
2.2. Algorithm and notation
We describe next the main steps of the affine-scaling interior-point algorithm. We use Hk
to represent a symmetric approximation to r2xx‘k . The vectors e and Oe are given by
e D .1; : : : ; 1/> 2 IRn and Oe D .e>; 0; : : : ; 0/> 2 IRnCm :
We use subscripted indices to represent the evaluation of a function at a particular point
of the sequences fxkg and f‚kg. The vector and matrix norms used are the ‘2 norms, k ¢ kF
is the Frobenius matrix norm, and k ¢ kM is a given matrix norm.
Algorithm 2.1 (Affine-scaling interior-point algorithm)
1. Choose an initial point .x0; ‚0/ with x0 > 0.
2. For k D 0; 1; : : : do
2.1 Compute an approximate solution .1xk;1‚k/ to the linear systemµD2k Hk C Ek D2krgk
rg>k 0
¶µ
1x
1‚
¶
D¡
µD2krx‘k ¡ „ke
gk
¶
; (13)
given the approximation Hk to the Hessian matrix r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/ and „k > 0. („k is
a perturbation parameter for centralization purposes, see [14, 26, 30].)
2.2 Set fik D ¿k miniD1;:::;nf1; minf¡ .xk /i.1xk /i : .1xk/i < 0gg, where ¿k 2 [ O¿ ; 1] and O¿ 2
.0; 1/.
2.3 Set the new iterates:
xkC1 D xk C fik1xk; ‚kC1 D ‚k C1‚k :
For the analysis, it is convenient to use the following notations:
wk D
µ
xk
‚k
¶
; 1wk D
µ
1xk
1‚k
¶
;
3k D
µ
fik In 0
0 Im
¶
; wkC1 D wk C3k1wk;
and
Ak D
µD2k Hk C Ek D2krgk
rg>k 0
¶
:
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2.3. Inexactness
The linear system (13) can be solved inexactly, meaning that:µD2k Hk C Ek D2krgk
rg>k 0
¶µ
1xk
1‚k
¶
D ¡
µD2krx‘k ¡ „ke
gk
¶
C
µ
r1k
r2k
¶
; (14)
where
rk D
µ
r1k
r2k
¶
is the residual vector. The analysis in this paper determines how fast the norm of the residual
rk must go to zero. We will also impose asymptotic conditions on the norm of the vector
s1k D
0BBB@
.r1k /1
.xk /1
:::
.r1k /n
.xk /n
1CCCA ¢
2.4. Differentiability
The step 1wk can be seen as a Newton step on a system of Lipschitz continuously dif-
ferentiable nonlinear equations. For this purpose, we consider a point w⁄ D .x⁄; ‚⁄/ in
the conditions of the Assumptions 2.1. Of importance for this discussion is the fact that
w⁄ satisfies the strict complementarity condition (10) and the first-order necessary condi-
tions (6)–(8). We define a diagonal matrix D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚/ with diagonal elements given
by
.D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚//ii D
8>>>><>>>>:
.xi /
1
2 if .rx‘.x⁄; ‚⁄//i > 0;
.xi /
1
2 if .rx‘.x⁄; ‚⁄//i D 0 and .rx‘k/i ‚ 0;
1 if .rx‘.x⁄; ‚⁄//i D 0 and .rx‘k/i < 0;
1 if .rx‘.x⁄; ‚⁄//i < 0;
for i D 1; : : : ; n. Given this definition, we can easily deduce the three following facts:
1. The vector function D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚/rx‘.x; ‚/ is Lipschitz continuously differentiable
on the variables x and ‚. The definition of the vector function D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].¢; ¢/ depends
on .x⁄; ‚⁄/ and .xk; ‚k/. However, the definition of the i-th principal diagonal element
of D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚/ is independent of .x; ‚/.
2. If wk is sufficiently close to w⁄, then
D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].xk; ‚k/ D D.xk; ‚k/:
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To simplify notation, we define
D⁄;k.x; ‚/ D D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚/ and D⁄;k D D⁄;k.xk; ‚k/:
Thus we can writeµD2⁄;k Hk C Ek D2⁄;krgk
rg>k 0
¶µ
1xk
1‚k
¶
D ¡
µD2⁄;krx‘k ¡ „ke
gk
¶
C
µ
r1k
r2k
¶
: (15)
Introducing the notation
A⁄;k D
µD2⁄;k Hk C Ek D2⁄;krgk
rg>k 0
¶
and
F⁄;k.w/ D F⁄;k.x; ‚/ D
µ
D⁄;k.x; ‚/2rx‘.x; ‚/
g.x/
¶
;
we rewrite the quasi-Newton step 1wk as
A⁄;k1wk D ¡F⁄;k.wk/C „k Oe C rk : (16)
3. If rk D 0, Hk D r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/, andwk is sufficiently close tow⁄, then1wk is the Newton
step for
D[x⁄; ‚⁄; k].x; ‚/rx‘.x; ‚/¡ „ke D 0;
g.x/ D 0;
at w D wk . Thus
rF⁄;k.w/DrF⁄;k.x; ‚/D
µD2⁄;k.x; ‚/r2xx‘.x; ‚/C E.x; ‚/ D2⁄;k.x; ‚/rg.x/
rg>.x/ 0
¶
and the Newton step 1wk satisfies
rF⁄;k.wk/1wk D ¡F⁄;k.wk/C „k Oe C rk :
3. Technical lemmas
The set of active indices at x⁄ is defined as
A.x⁄/ D fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng : .x⁄/i D 0g:
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Lemma 3.1. There exist positive numbers †, •1, •2, and •3 independent of k, such that if
kwk ¡ w⁄k • †, •1k1wkk • 1, and •2k1wkk C •3ks1kk • 1, then
j1¡ fik j • j1¡ ¿k j C ¿k
¡
•2k1wkk C •3
°°s1k°°¢:
Proof: If i =2 A.x⁄/ and † • .x⁄/i2 then
¡ .1xk/i
.xk/i
• •1k1wkk;
where •1 D maxf 2.x⁄/i : i =2 A.x⁄/g.
If i 2 A.x⁄/ and † is sufficiently small, then from the assumption (10) on strict com-
plementarity we know that .Ek/ii ‚ .E⁄/ii=2. On the other hand, from the first equation
in (15)
.1xk/i D ¡
¡
D2⁄;k Hk1xk
¢
i
.Ek/ii
¡
¡
D2⁄;krgk1‚k
¢
i
.Ek/ii
¡
¡
D2⁄;krx‘k
¢
i
.Ek/ii
C „k
.Ek/ii
C
¡
r1k
¢
i
.Ek/ii
:
Thus,
¡ .1xk/i
.xk/i
D .Hk1xk/i
.Ek/ii
C .rgk1‚k/i
.Ek/ii
¡ 1¡ „k
.xk/i .Ek/ii
¡
¡
r1k
¢
i
.xk/i .Ek/ii
:
Since
„k
.xk/i .Ek/ii
> 0
we get
¡ .1xk/i
.xk/i
• 1C •2k1wkk C •3
°°s1k°°;
where •2 and •3 are positive constants independent of k. A simple derivation yields
j1¡ fik j • j1¡ ¿k j C ¿k
flflflfl1¡ fik¿k
flflflfl: (17)
If fik D ¿k then j1¡ fik j • j1¡ ¿k j and the proof is completed. If fik < ¿k , then the value of
fik is determined by an index i for which .1xk/i < 0. In this case, we have two situations.
Either i =2 A.x⁄/, in which case
¡ .xk/i
.1xk/i
‚ 1
•1k1wkk ‚ 1 ‚ 1¡ •2k1wkk ¡ •3
°°s1k°°; (18)
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or i 2 A.x⁄/, in which case
¡ .xk/i
.1xk/i
‚ 1
1C •2k1wkk C •3
°°s1k°° ‚ 1¡ •2k1wkk ¡ •3
°°s1k°°: (19)
The proof is completed by combining inequality (17) with the definition of fik , and the two
inequalities (18) and (19). 2
From this lemma and the form of the quasi-Newton step 1wk given by (16), we can
establish
j1¡ fik j • j1¡ ¿k j C ¿k
¡
•2
°°A¡1⁄;k°°.kF⁄;kk C „kkOek C krkk/C •3°°s1k°°¢; (20)
provided A⁄;k is nonsingular. This bound on 1 ¡ fik is determinant for the analysis since
I ¡3k appears in the formula for wkC1 ¡ w⁄:
wkC1 ¡ w⁄ D wk ¡3k A¡1⁄;k.F⁄;k.wk/¡„k Oe ¡ rk/¡w⁄
D .I ¡3k/.wk ¡w⁄/C3k A¡1⁄;k.F⁄;k.w⁄/¡ F⁄;k.wk/¡ A⁄;k.w⁄ ¡wk//
C3k A¡1⁄;k.„k OeC rk/: (21)
The matrix A⁄;k will be nonsingular and its norm bounded if wk is sufficiently close
to w⁄ and Hk is sufficiently close to r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/, cf. Lemma 3.2. The analysis for local
convergence consists of bounding kwkC1 ¡ w⁄k in terms of kwk ¡ w⁄k (for q-linear and
q-superlinear convergence) or kwk¡w⁄k2 (for q-quadratic convergence). From the expres-
sions (20) and (21), we observe that these bounds will depend on the following quantities:
j1¡ ¿k j; „k; krkk;
°°s1k°°;
kF⁄;k.wk/¡ F⁄;k.w⁄/¡rF⁄;k.w⁄/.wk ¡ w⁄/k;
k.rF⁄;k.w⁄/¡ A⁄;k/.wk ¡ w⁄/k:
We can monitor the sizes of j1¡ ¿k j, „k , krkk, and ks1kk, forcing these quantities to satisfy
specific asymptotic conditions.
The term kF⁄;k.wk/ ¡ F⁄;k.w⁄/ ¡ rF⁄;k.w⁄/.wk ¡ w⁄/k is bounded by a constant
times kwk ¡ w⁄k2. If Hk D r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/ then .rF⁄;k.w⁄/ ¡ A⁄;k/.wk ¡ w⁄/ D 0 and
the q-quadratic convergence is achievable. In the case where Hk is an approximation to
r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/, we can expect q-linear or q-superlinear convergence. The following lemma
is important for the q-linear convergence since it determines that A⁄;k is close torF⁄;k.w⁄/
provided wk is sufficiently close to w⁄ and Hk is sufficiently close to r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/.
Lemma 3.2. There exist positive numbers † and – such that if kwk ¡ w⁄k • † and
kHk ¡r2xx‘.x⁄; ‚⁄/k • –; then A⁄;k is nonsingular,°°A¡1⁄;k°° • •4;
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and
kA⁄;k ¡rF⁄;k.w⁄/k • •5.– C †/;
where •4 and •5 are positive constants independent of k.
Proof: We have
A⁄;k¡rF⁄;k.w⁄/ DµD⁄;k.wk/2 Hk ¡ D⁄;k.w⁄/2r2xx‘⁄ C Ek ¡ E⁄ D⁄;k.wk/2rgk ¡ D⁄;k.w⁄/2rg⁄
rg>k ¡rg>⁄ 0
¶
:
Now, if we add and subtract D⁄;k.wk/2r2xx‘⁄ in the 1; 1 block and D⁄;k.wk/2rg⁄ in the 1; 2
block, we obtain
kA⁄;k ¡rF⁄;k.w⁄/k2F • kD⁄;k.wk/2k2F
°°Hk ¡r2xx‘⁄°°2F
CkD⁄;k.wk/2 ¡ D⁄;k.w⁄/2k2F
°°r2xx‘⁄°°2F
CkEk ¡ E⁄k2F C kD⁄;k.wk/2k2Fkrgk ¡rg⁄k2F
CkD⁄;k.wk/2 ¡ D⁄;k.w⁄/2k2Fkrg⁄k2F
C °°rg>k ¡rg>⁄ °°2F :
Since
kD⁄;k.wk/2 ¡ D⁄;k.w⁄/2k2F • kxk ¡ x⁄k2; kEk ¡ E⁄k2F • kxk ¡ x⁄k2;
and rg.x/ is Lipschitz continuous, we get
kA⁄;k ¡rF⁄;k.w⁄/k2 • •25 .–2 C †2/ • •25 .–2 C †2 C 2–†/;
where •5 is positive and independent of k. The proof is complete since we know, from
fact 2 (in Section 2.1), that the matrix rF⁄;k.w⁄/ is nonsingular. 2
4. Local convergence
The results in this section rely on the classical theory of quasi-Newton methods (see the
papers by Broyden, Dennis, and More´ [4] and Dennis and More´ [11]) and correspond to
the results that Yamashita and Yabe [29] obtained for the local version of the primal-dual
interior-point algorithm. The proofs are similar and are omitted. The first result is the q-linear
convergence of the affine-scaling interior-point algorithm. We require the approximation
Hk to the Hessian to satisfy the bounded deterioration property (22). In the following
theorems, if fakg and fbkg are sequences of positive numbers, then ak D O.bk/ is a notation
for lim supk!C1 ak=bk < C1 and ak D o.1/ represents lim supk!C1 ak D 0.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose Assumptions 2.1 hold. Consider a sequence generated by
Algorithm 2.1 where
0 < O¿ • ¿k • 1; „k D O
¡kF⁄;k.wk/k1C»1¢;
krkk D O
¡kF⁄;k.wk/k1C»1¢; and °°s1k°° D O¡kF⁄;k.wk/k»2¢;
and fHkg satisfies the bounded deterioration property°°HkC1 ¡r2xx‘⁄°°M • .1C fl1¾k/°°Hk ¡r2xx‘⁄°°M C fl2¾k; (22)
with
¾k D maxfkwkC1 ¡ w⁄k; kwk ¡ w⁄kg:
(The constants »1, »2, fl1, and fl2 are positive.)
For each ” 2 .1¡ O¿ ; 1/ there exist an †.”/ > 0 and a –.”/ > 0 such that if kw0¡w⁄k •
†.”/ and kH0 ¡ r2xx‘⁄k • –.”/, the sequence fwkg is well defined, converges to w⁄, and
the rate is q-linear with constant ”, i.e.,
kwkC1 ¡ w⁄k • ”kwk ¡ w⁄k:
The characterization of q-superlinearity is given by a Dennis-More´ condition (see (23)
below).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Assumptions 2.1 hold. Consider a sequence fwkg generated by
Algorithm 2.1 converging q-linearly to w⁄, where
1¡ ¿k D o.1/; „k D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k/;
krkk D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k/; and
°°s1k°° D o.1/:
The sequence fwkg converges q-superlinearly to w⁄ if and only if
lim
k!C1
k.Ak ¡rF⁄;k.w⁄//.wkC1 ¡ wk/k
kwkC1 ¡ wkk D 0:
It is easy to prove that
lim
k!C1
°°¡Hk ¡r2xx‘⁄¢.xkC1 ¡ xk/°°
kxkC1 ¡ xkk D 0 (23)
implies
lim
k!C1
k.Ak ¡rF⁄;k.w⁄//.wkC1 ¡ wk/k
kwkC1 ¡ wkk D 0:
Finally, we state the q-quadratic convergence of the affine-scaling interior-point
algorithm.
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose Assumptions 2.1 hold. Consider a sequence generated by
Algorithm 2.1 where Hk D r2xx‘.xk; ‚k/,
1¡ ¿k D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k/; „k D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k2/;
krkk D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k2/; and
°°s1k°° D O.kF⁄;k.wk/k/:
There exists † > 0 such that if kw0 ¡ w⁄k • †, then the sequence fwkg is well defined,
converges to w⁄, and the rate is q-quadratic, i.e.,
kwkC1 ¡ w⁄k • •6kwk ¡ w⁄k2; (24)
where •6 is positive and independent of k.
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